1. Introduction. The main content of this paper is inspired by the theorem of von Neumann [8, p. 92 
] :
If S is a compact topological group it has a unique invariant integral. 1 The "invariant integral" may be described as a linear functional x* over X = C(S) which satisfies the following conditions: (invariance ).
The relations x-• χ s , x-> s x are bounded linear transformations on X, indexed by S. Because of their definition in terms of an underlying topological X As stated in the given reference, it is also required that 5 satisfy the second axiom of countability. However, by use of Ascoli's theorem [3, Chapter X] , this can be eliminated. complete ) spaces [2, p. 53 ] .
B [ X ] is the algebra of bounded linear transformations on X. Addition and scalar multiplication are defined linearly, and [TV] (x) =T[V(x) \.
It has a topology given by the norm: =sup G will denote a multiplicative semi-group contained in B[X]» Gγ is the closed convex hull of G, that is, the transformations of the form:
(Ti e G, λt > 0, Σλf-1).
If G is uniformly bounded, that is, if there exists a finite number ft such that || T Π < ft all T e G, then for any V £ G x : imi = llΣλ. n H < Σ.λi\\Ti\\ < max||7i||.
Hence G ι will have the same bound. We shall say in that case, that "G is bounded by ft." G x contains G, and (Gi)i=G 1 
. For a given AJ El, #[#] is the closure in B (S) of and 0 [x ] = sup x(t) -inf x (ί).
3. Note on a result of J. Dixmier. If less is demanded of the invariant integral, a necessary and sufficient condition on X and G for its existence can be obtained by restating and extending a theorem of J. Dixmier [ 5, pp. 214-215] . In [5] , an invariant mean is defined in terms of an underlying topological semigroup, omitting F 2 and any requirement of uniqueness, and with X-C{S)\ the author gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a mean, and his theorem may be restated in the terms we are using: THEOREM 3 (after Dixmier) . Let S be any topological space, X any closed subspace of B(S), G as above. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist an x* Gί* satisfying N, Pi, I, is that for any integer n and any set this we obtain by letting y χ = -x^ The two forms may also be expressed:
However, this theorem does not ensure uniqueness of the functional so obtained, as the following example will show. EXAMPLE 3.1. Let S consist of the two points 0, 1, in the discrete topology, G of the identity alone, and
X is then a two-dimensional vector space, with basis /, g; /(0)= 0, /(1)= 1, and g(0)=l, g(l) = 0. Any linear functional is determined by its values on / and g, by linearity. The Dixmier condition is trivially fulfilled, and so is condition I for any functional. The remaining conditions can be met by assigning the values where a can have any value between 0 and 1.
Furthermore, P 2 may be unfulfilled even when x* is unique. EXAMPLE 3.2. Let S be the closed interval 0 < t < 1, with X = C(S). Let G consist of the identity and the transformation T defined by:
for all tβS.
Thus Γ 2 = T and Π*) = [*(0)]e.
G satisfies the Dixmier condition since for t = 0, we have
Hence there is a linear functional x* satisfying N, P lf L But x is completely determined now, since for any x £ X:
by N. Thus x*(x) = 0 for any continuous function if only x(0) = 0, regardless of how the function behaves elsewhere on S. In fact, in this case the functional is identifiable with one on the quotient space X/M, where
Since M is a maximal ideal, the quotient space is the field of real numbers [9, Theorem 76] .
Finally, the Dixmier criterion refers to all possible finite combinations of equal numbers of functions and transformations, which makes it inconvenient to apply, as may be seen in the examples given in the paper to which we have referred. We have sought conditions which apply to each function and its transformations.
The core of the von Neumann construction lies in showing that for each
x EX there is one and only one constant function in /£ [#] . In fact, with the addition of a boundedness condition which occurs naturally in that case, this is sufficient. Then there is a bounded linear functional over X satisfying N and I. // the constant functions satisfy Pi or F2 {in the obvious meaning) then the functional will satisfy Y\ or P 2 over F.
Proof. It will be convenient to denote the constant function in £[*;], and also its value, by ΛΓ. Then we note by (4) and (2) We assert that for any finite collection {X{ \ of elements of F and any set of non-
To establish (*), we proceed as follows. For #1, and for any 6 > 0, there is a Vι G G t such that \λ x \.
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For x 2 = V\X 2 there is a V 2 such that: Since e > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, our assertion (*) is proved.
Therefore by a theorem of Banach [2, pp. 55-56] , ** can be extended to be a linear functional over X, with Similarly,
Since Λ;* (y ) = x* (y ), the conclusion follows.
5. In this section we establish conditions sufficient for K[%] to contain at least one constant function. First we establish some properties of a boundedness condition which occurs naturally in the von Neumann construction, LEMMA 5.1. Let x G X satisfy the condition:
Then:
(x)](t) and inf x (t) < inf [ V (x)] (t)
I am indebted to the referee for the simplification of this condition to the above form.
for all V G G\ if and only if x is a constant function;
therefore \\y\\ < 11 * 11.
Proof. Conditions (1), (2), and (3) are trivial. If x is a constant function, then
But by Ai, V can be found so that [F(Λ )] (ί 0 ) approaches as close as we like to either sup x (t) or inf x (t). Hence sup x(t) = inf x(t) = x(t 0 ).
Thus (4) is proved. To prove (5), take y in
This contradicts A lf and therefore inf x (ί ) < inf y (t) .
Similarly we prove sup % ( ί ) >. sup y (t ) .
THEOREM 5. Let S be compact, G bounded by k. For a given x, let x and V (x) be lower (upper) semi-continuous and satisfy A ι for all V G £ 1# Suppose also that:
(A 2 ) K[x] is compact.
Then K[x] contains a constant function x f such that if x(t) >_ 0 all t G S, then x >_ 0. If x and V(x) are lower semi-continuous for all V G G ί9 with x(t) ^ 0 all t G S, and x ^ θ, then Ίc is positive.
We shall first prove the following lemma LEMMA 5.2. Under the above hypothesis 9 (omitting A 2 ), if % is not a con-
(for upper semi-continuity), and hence in either case: 
Also, for any ί 0 and each Vι,
But for each t 0 we have, for at least one of the selected F/'s,
The proof of the lemma for upper semi-continuous functions is completely analogous.
Proof of Theorem 5. If x is a constant function, K[%]
consists of x alone, and the conclusion is satisfied. If x is not constant, let
We must show that r x = 0. Let
By the compactness of X [#] there is a subsequence { Wι \ and ay
Take any e > 0. For i sufficiently large,
(1) ll*ϊ(*)-yll < e/3,
From (1), in standard fashion, we get
Adding this to the inequality (2) Now assume r x > 0. Since the convergence of W((x) to y is uniform, the latter has the same kind of semi-continuity and satisfies A lβ Hence by Lemma 5.2 there is a V G G x such that
Take i sufficiently large, so that ||y-lFi(*)|| < S/3A.
Then
As before, we get
Subtracting from equality (3), we get
But this contradicts the definition of r x , since VW{ is in Gχ Hence r x -0, and γ is the required function.
Now suppose x(t) > 0 ? for all t G S. Then by Lemma 5.1 (5),
If also # and F(Λ ) are lower semi-continuous for all V G G\ and x j£ θ , then by Lemma 5.2 there is a W G G t such that
< inf x(t) < inί[W(x)] (t).
By the foregoing there is a constant function
γ ( t ) > inf [ W ( x ) ] ( t ) > i n ί x ( t ) > 0.
By Lemma 4.1, y E K[x] , and this satisfies the last statement of the theorem.
If S is a compact, uniform space 5 (or a compact Hausdorff, and hence uniformizable space), and K[x] C C(S), then A 2 may be replaced by a condition which enables us to obtain a suitable equicontinuous family of functions, whereupon Ascoli's theorem may be applied [3, Chapter 10] . This is the situation in von Neumann's construction, where the transforms of x under G x are indeed uniformly equicontinuous. Hence by addition,
Since t was arbitrarily chosen,
and
Adding again, we get 11 x -y 11 < 6, whence Λ; = γ.
It is possible to find examples of the von Neumann case which do not satisfy B ly when S is a non-abelian finite group in the discrete topology. A theorem of Eberlein [6, p 230] 6 With the exception of Theorems 6.4 and 6.7, the actual nature of X, other than its being a normed linear space, is not considered in the remainder of this section. 
Hence, by addition, \\y-l\\ < e.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, y = z.
COROLLARY 6.1. // G is bounded and abelian with respect to a given x 9 then K[x] contains not more than one fixed point.
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Proof. Clearly, x satisfies B 2 with F'= IF and W'= V.
If the constant functions are fixed points, B 2 can be further weakened to get a similar conclusion about constant functions. 
For any t £S 9 we have from the first inequalities,
\yU)-lV e V(x)](.t ι )\ = \y(t ι )-[V f V(x)](t ι )\ < \\ y -V V {x)\\ < e/3 and
\[W'W(xmt 2 )-Ί(t)\ = \[W'W(x)](t 2 )-J(t 2 )\ < \\W'W(x)-Ί\\ < e/3.
Adding the three last inequalities we get our conclusion.
It can be seen that the von Neumann case satisfies B 3 although to show it would amount to a proof of the theorem.
With a somewhat stronger conclusion of Theorem 6. Proof. Take
For each Ί{ we have aZj E G\ such that
||W7' f U)-Z i IFU)|| < e.
Hence Proof. By (1), (2), and (3), x satisfies the conditions for Theorem 5. Hence there is a constant function in K [x] , for each x 6 F. By Lemma 5.1 the constant function in F is a fixed point, and hence by linearity all constant functions in X are fixed points. With (4) each x € F satisfies the appropriate theorem in § 6 to provide the uniqueness of the constant function. With (3) and (5) the conditions for Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, yielding the normalized invariant functional, and Theorem 4.2 makes it unique. Theorems 5 and 4.1 also yield II and HI of our conclusion. COROLLARY 6.3. // F = X C C(S) and (2) and (4) hold, then there is an invariant integral over X. If S is also uniform, A 2 may be replaced by A 2 ' in (2).
\\[W(^λ i T i )](χ)-[(Σλ i Z i )\n(χ)\\ <Σ,[λ i \\WT i (x)-Z i W(x)\\~l<Σλ i e =
In concluding this section we shall change our viewpoint somewhat. Suppose, in Theorem 6.7, all conditions up to and including (3) (4) and (5) 
A nonzero invariant bounded linear functional exists if G is bounded, satisfies condition (Ώ) $ and
1) G is an abelian semi-group? or 2) G is a solvable group, or
3) G is a finite group.
The first is covered in Theorem 6.7. The last uses a strong group property (existence of inverse) and cannot be extended to semi-groups. However, at his suggestion we were able to extend the second to semi-groups, using a definition somewhat similar to one of M. M. Day [4, p. 285] . The proof essentially follows the lines of Professor Yood's paper.
7. In section 5, and hence in Theorem 6.7 and its Corollary 6.3, the compactness of S played an important part. This can be relaxed at the expense of limiting F. In this section, S will be a noncompact Hausdorff space. For any x G X the following conditions are equivalent. 
-x(t)\ < e for all t E (S -R e ). (S -
It is clear that Li implies L 2 . For the converse, take €j = ί/i (i = 1, 2, ). For ι=l, let S! = /?! be the corresponding compact set under the hypothesis. Let Z t =S -Sι. Since S is not compact, Z\ £ 0 . Select a ίj GZ lβ Then for all teZ ί9 \x(t)-x(tχ)\ < l = €i For i = 2, let R 2 be the corresponding compact set. Take S2=Si+/?2 (set union). S 2 is compact. Let Z 2 = S ψ 0 . Select t 2 G Z 2 Z 2 = S -S 2 = S -(Si + /? 2 ) C S -S t = Z 1# Hence Z 2 C Zi and Z 2 CS -R 2 From the second inclusion, | x (t) -x (t 2 ) \ < 1/2 for all tEZ 2 We now proceed with an inductive construction. Assume that S/, Z{ = S -Si, and tι € S have been chosen for each i <_n, satisfying the four conditions:
(1) S{ is compact,
|*(ί)-*Ui)| < 1A" all ί eZj.
It then follows that for each i and p = 0, 1, , n -1,
For i -n + 1, let R n + ι be the corresponding compact set. Take S n +ι =S n +R n + ι
(1) 5^ + j is compact. Therefore we may take (2) t n +ι in Z Λ + i = S -S n + ι ,4 0 .
(3) Z n + ιCZ n and Z n + ι C S -R n + ι (as with Z 2 ), and therefore
Thus we define a sequence of real numbers {77 } = {x {t()} such that for any i and any p > 0, ΓJ is then a convergent sequence. Call its limit r x Take any € > 0. For i sufficiently great we have I x (11) -τ x I < -and -< -.
Then for any ί in Zj = S -S;, |*(ίi)-r Λ I < -+ -= 6.
With S{ -Re 9 (L^) is established. We note also that for each x 9 r x is unique.
Suppose r x and s x are limits for x. Then for any 6 > 0 there are compact sets R € and S e , such that
But R € +S € is compact and therefore Z = S~(/? e +S e ) is not empty. Hence take t E Z. Both inequalities hold for this t and we get \rχ~ s%\ < I r x -x ( ί ) I + I x (t) -s % | < e .
So r x = s x .
We now embed S in a compact space S_ by the addition of an ideal point z. The topology of S is given by defining its closed sets as follows:
For each set C closed in S, C + z is closed in S. If C is also compact, then C is closed in 5.
REMARK. With S embedded thus, the relative topology of S as a subset of S is equivalent to its original topology. Since S is a Hausdorff space, compact sets are closed in S. However, unless S is also locally compact, we cannot conclude that S^is Hausdorff [7, pp. 20-23] , For the remainder of this section we shall assume that L t is satisfied by each x G X. Corresponding to each x we define a function x_ over S:
Call the collection of functions so formed X.
Proof. From the topology defined in §2, convergence in B(S) means uniform convergence. Hence X is contained in C{S) if F is. Now take any x_ E X. By definition and the above remark it is continuous at every point in S = S_-z. We need only show that it is continuous at z. For any e > 0, there is a compact, (and hence closed in S ) set C C S, such that
for all t ES -C, and so for all t £S_-C. But C is also closed in .S, whence S_ -C is open in S Since it contains z 9 x_ is thereby continuous at z, and |CC(5).
Suppose we have a G as before. Define G_-Ί_ operating on X_ by:
Then by a series of trivial verifications we get: x G X, The relationships on the sups go the same way. Since S C S $ we have,
(t). tes_ ~~ tes tes
But for all t G S,
x^(t) = x(t) > inf x{t). tes
For any e > 0, there is a t e in S such that Then the corresponding equality holds for x and G and any t 0 ES, by the inclusion of S in .S and (2) As a counter-example to the converse of part (1) of the last theorem, take S as the real line, X the bounded functions over S which approach equal limits to the right and left, and G = { T a i, a in S, with Clearly A t is satisfied for S, X, and G, but for any_F € Gι , [V(x) 
](z)mχ{z)m lim χ(t).
\χ\ -»oo
In § 6 we were concerned with the conditions limiting the number of fixed points in K [x] Our arguments did not depend on the compactness of S, and we have shown that convergence and closure correspond. There remains the following: Hence, by the arbitrary nature of € > 0, we get equality at z and thus for all ί 65. The converse result follows by inclusion.
This completes the comparison of the main results, concerning semi-continuous functions over a compact space, with a restricted class of functions over a Hausdorff space We now give one example (or rather, a family of examples) of some interest. For each such mapping φ, we have a group Gφ -\ϋ a \ of transformations on X as follows:
Gφ will have whatever properties G has toward the construction of a unique invariant integral ΛΪ It is easy to see that
